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I am an ambitious and driven person, who works hard and always strives to deliver my best performance. I am open 
to learn new methods and techniques as it helps me to broaden my horizons. My goal is to grow in the design industry 

and to essentially design our world’s future interiors. I want to work for a cause, not just an income. In my spare time I 

enjoy anything that involves being creative, from sketching, performance singing to sewing quirky garments.  I also love 

visiting art galleries and hiking outdoors. 
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BCONTACT & INFO

EMAIL: bianca@deviliers.capetown

CELL: 0797428405

INSTAGRAM: @bdv_design
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QUARTZ is inspired by a 1905 photograph of 
children playing on Camps Bay’s blue flag 
beach. Reflecting and transforming this old 
memory into this luxurious Hotel where the 
interiors mimics the fantasy of a stone palace. 
A play on layered natural materials, carving 
and sculpting curvilinear shapes and forms 
thatthat reference back to the location and her 
surroundings. Light suffused spaces informed 
by practical configurations and natures poetry. 
A design infused with textures, movement and 
enhanced by shimmering features. Guests will 
experience a journey through a sophisticated, 
beautifully curated, new age ‘stone-castle’.

A new Luxury 5-star hotel designed my SCOTT+PARTNERS is about 
to break ground on the world renowned Camps Bay strip in Cape 
Town, South Africa. The hotel has a beach front location with 
magnificent views of the Atlantic Ocean, Lion’s head and the 12 
Apostles. I was appointed as interior designer to design the following 
spaces; Hotel lobby and restrooms, restaurant and bar, two bedroom 
types, spa and a portable beach bar.

QUARTZ
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QUARTZ

BRIEF CONCEPT
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QUARTZ 02

FIRST IMPRESSION FROM STREET VIEW
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QUARTZ 14
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QUARTZ03
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QUARTZ 04

RESTAURANT RECEPTION
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QUARTZ05

HOTEL LOUNGE LOBBY BATHROOM
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QUARTZ 06

BAR LOUNGE LIFTS AND STAIRS
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QUARTZ07
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QUARTZ 08

SCENTS AND TREATMENT STATION HAMMAM FLOATATION ROOM
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QUARTZ09

MOUNTAIN FACING ROOM AND BATHROOM
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QUARTZ 10

OCEAN FACING ROOM AND BATHROOM
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GROUND FLOOR PLAN

SCALE: NTS

QUARTZ11
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QUARTZ 12

OCEAN ROOM

SCALE: NTS

MOUNTAIN ROOM

SCALE: NTS

SPA ON 3RD FLOOR 

SCALE: NTS
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QUARTZ13
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Design a tourist attraction destination on the Heritage Route, linking 
the V&A Waterfront and the Lion Battery. The design must consist of 
two cable car terminus, six retail spaces, a restaurant and learning 
centre. As well as the using PG Bison products in the space.

In a country that is rich in its diversity, I believe 
that the newly designed and celebrated 
development, “UID. Unity in Diversity”, is the 
perfect go to destination on the heritage route to 
visit and experience our vibrant rainbow nation. 
Exiting the cable car terminal, one is awed by the 
tourist centre which embraces the eleven official 
languageslanguages evident in the permanent sculptural 
supports and the learning centre which is a 
multi-sensory experience celebrating traditional 
arts. My principle materials are locally sourced 
stone, corten steel and concrete which respect 
both the landscape and the Quarry location by 
blending in harmoniously.
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PROJECT ART OR 
LITERATURE ON PILLARS

PG BISON 16
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cable car, heritage route

culture immersive experience

hike trail

restaurant

UID monument

shopping

M
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circular space: unity/ community

figure pillars: 11 official 

languages/ cultures of SA

water pool: hope/ power

skylight: goodness/ wisdom/ divine

the monument is a tribute to our, 
one of a kind, rainbownation. a 
reminder that there is unity in 
diversity.

Bus shelter Bus

Bus

CABLE CAR BUILDING:
FIRST FLOOR

CABLE CAR BUILDING:
GROUND FLOOR

CABLE CAR BUILDING:
SECOND FLOOR

PG BISON17
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CABLE CAR TERMINAL RETAIL PODS

PG BISON 18
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MONUMENT LEARNING CENTRE

PG BISON19
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CABLE CAR TERMINAL INTERIOR (2ND FLOOR) RESTAURANT

PG BISON 20
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The location that I chose is in a modern farmhouse lodge, 
located in the Tankwa Karoo. With a vast earthy 
landscape I chose art and furniture pieces that are in 
harmony with the room’s views.

TANKWA21
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TANKWA
BRIEF CONCEPT

Design a Drawing room located anywhere preferable, filled 
with local art and furniture pieces. The interior should reflect 
the exterior location.



TANKWA 22

REFERENCE IMAGES

LOCAL FURNITURE l ART l DECOR

DRAWING ROOM 
PLAN NTS
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CAESARSTONE

CAESARSTONE
BRIEF CONCEPT
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I focused and prioritized the history of the Collier pier. The 
two grain towers are the prime focus of the building structure. 
In order to move to the next section of the building you need 
to move through them, making them the carcass of the 
building, creating circulation. The gantry is constructed into 
the roof design acting as the backbone of the building. It is 
also utilized as a skylight to invite the Cape’s blue skies into 
thethe spaces. The interior is curated industrial design to 
celebrate and refer to the location’s history.

Your challenge is to design a journey along the jetty that houses 
various programs around the concept of what the historical 
significance of the jetty was.



CAESARSTONE 26



RESTAURANT RESTAURANT #2

CAESARSTONE27



TERRACE BAR & DINING

GROUND FLOOR PLAN
SCALE : NTS

FIRST FLOOR PLAN
SCALE : NTS

CAESARSTONE 28



BOXWOOD

BOXWOOD
BRIEF CONCEPT
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A number of companies are rethinking the use of the traditional 
office and looking toward a more collaborative working environment. 
Instead of traditional desks and chairs, office tenants are looking 
for a think tank/idea generating/quirky and fun type space where 
they can have meetings, brainstorm and relax (think google offices 
(but on a budget)) within their current offices. As a commercial 
landlord, we want to offer this within our buildings to attract these 
forward thinking tenants.forward thinking tenants.

This office is a stimulation itself. Every area has 
a different colour(s) that evokes different moods 
and emotions throughout the spaces. Paired with 
all these wonderful colours, are big white/ Grey 
surfaces to balance playfulness with 
sophistication. The aim for this office is to be a 
place that encourages the right moods and 
mindsetsmindsets in a working environment. An office 
that generates new forward-thinking ideas, also 
making work more fun! 
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RED & BLUE
Together these colours are alerting 
and in contrast. Blue being a 
comforting and calming colour, 
while red represents confidence, 

passion and energy.

BOXWOOD31

RECEPTION LOUNGE



10th FLOOR OFFICE SPACE

SCALE : NTS

BOXWOOD 32

FEATURE WALL



YELLOW & BLUE

Yellow being the main colour of the 
space, promotes happiness and 
optimism, creating an uplifting 
atmosphere in the general 
workspace. For the feature wall I 
used Cobalt blue and magenta to 
contrast with the yellow, creating a 

focal point in the space.focal point in the space.

BOXWOOD33

INFORMAL WORKSPACE MEETING BOXES



GREEN

Being the only colour in the 
communal kitchen. This colour 
symbolizes nature and also 
associated with tranquility and 
health. Green is thought to 

relieve stress.

BOXWOOD 34

KITCHEN DINING COMMUNAL KITCHEN



VOYAGER

VOYAGER
BRIEF CONCEPT
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A sanctuary capsule full of neutral tones 
fitting for any ladscape it finds itself. 
The VOYAGER is designed to provide a 
luxury experience to it’s geusts whilst 
being in the middle of our beautiful 
nature.

I have been assigned to design the interior of an airstream trailer 
with an international look and feel. The requirements were; it to 
have one bathroom, kitchen, dining for four, storage and able to 
accommodate five people.



VOYAGER 36

LIVING SPACE LIVING / SINGLE & DOUBLE BED



VOYAGER37



VOYAGER 38

DINING/ DESK AREA BEDROOM



VOYAGER39



MATERIALS

VOYAGER 40

1.   STILES TEXTURED WALL TILE
2.   HERTEX SUMO CARAMEL
3.   LAMINATE FROM LALEGNO FLOORING
4.   CAESARSTONE RAW CONCRETE
5.   PEARLESCENT WALL TILE FROM STILES
6.   MAX ON TOP EDGING DETAILS
7.   PLASCON DRIED LEAF7.   PLASCON DRIED LEAF
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wHITE BOX

BRIEF CONCEPT

We invite you to imagine a way of living in the lap of nature, 
suspended amongst a magnificent forest, under starry skies, 
anywhere in the world. The design of the Tree House must be 
innovative, creative with a sustainable edge whilst adhering to 
biophilic design principals. The relations between the exterior 
surroundings and the interior space must be taken into 
consideration. The proposed design should be well-conceptualized 
andand considered. The Tree House will be a space designed for 2 
individuals and the area should not exceed 50 sqm’s built
up internally

A linear design amongst an oak forest in Sweden, Harads. Where 
the clients will enjoy a cozy get-away from the city’s hustle and 
bustle. The black ‘box’ shape is in contrast with it’s soft snowy 
landscape and the horizontal design with the vertical tree lines. 
This modern linear design offers an off the grid experience with 
remarkable views in each space. The ‘tree house’ is split in three 
separate structures, allowing one to glide through the trees, 
moving from one space to another.moving from one space to another.
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WHITE BOX



SITE PLAN SWEDEN l HARADS l LULU RIVER

WHITE BOX 42



BEDROOM KITCHEN AND BATHROOM

43 WHITE BOX



LOUNGE AND BAR

WHITE BOX 44



KITCHEN AND FIREPLACE BEDROOM BATH

45 WHITE BOX



EXTERIOR NORTHERN LIGHTS

WHITE BOX 46



I was assigned to design a three story restaurant containing a 
breakfast patteserie on the ground floor, a brasserie dining on the 
first floor and a exclusive members club on the second floor. The 
interiors should be classical european inspired. A retail element 
should be included into the design of the ground floor.

BESPOKE

BESPOKE
BRIEF CONCEPT
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Suitable for many different occasions, from quick 
morning coffees to a luxary evening dinner with 
friends and family. This restaurant has something 
to offer to everyone. BESPOKE to it’s variety of 
customers. Each floor has it’s own look and feel, 
creating different experiences. What ties the spaces 
together is the repeating of materials that benefits 
thethe budget, as wel as the colour green. Green is 
a calming, luxurious and appetizing colour. 



BESPOKE 48



BESPOKE49

BANQUET SEATING l GROUND FLOOR RETAIL FLOWER SHOP l FIRST FLOOR



BESPOKE 50

BANQUET SEATING l  FIRST FLOOR ENTERTAINMENT CORNER l FIRST FLOOR
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BESPOKE 52

CHEF’S TABLE DRINKS BOOTH



ATTREYANTE

ATTREYANTE CHAIR
BRIEF CONCEPT
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The Attreyante chair (attractive chair) found in a 
store room on a family farm in Ceres. My goal for 
this up-cycle was to celebrate the history of the 
chair, and its vintage beauty. I sanded off its old 
dirty paint, removed its brittle seat, sealed and oiled 
the timber and then gave it a brand new 90mm 
thickness perspex seat to see the wire skeleton 
underneath.underneath. The transformation is subtle, yet 
effective.

Create an unique up-cycle design, where a piece or item is respectfully 
revived to it’s former glory or manipulated into something innovative and 
new in function. This piece must be unique and globally trendy. 



ATTREYANTE 54
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WDP 56



WDP57
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